FA department visit

- News: course info updates, LADOK on the web
- eISP
- ISP and HF goals
- Upcoming evaluation of PhD studies
News: course info updates

• Rektor contract stipulates course info in KOPPS needs to be updated
  – Examinator
  – Goals
  – Examination
  – Etc
Reminder:

• PhD students admitted 14-01-01 and later need 75% of the credits at the PhD-level.
• Max 15hp at cycle 1 or 2, max 5hp cycle 1

• PhD students admitted before that date need 60%.
• Max 24hp at cycle 2
• No cycle 1 within "technology"
PhD students

To check your LADOK-reporting,

- go to your Personal menu (login at KTH.se),
- select ”Courses”,
- ”Postgraduate studies”
Supervisors
My PhD students

• Get info about ISP, courses etc

Logga in på ”Kursadministration (Ladok på webb)”, gå till Studentuppgifter, Mina forskarstuderande, ge ditt ”id” och sök

Log in at ”Course Administration (LADOK on the Web)”, go to ”Student information”, ”My research students”, enter your ”id” and search for your students
eISP

- Electronic ISP
- Web based, electronic signatures
- Imports data from LADOK, etc
- Spring 2016, more info later
CSC PhD web groups (Social)

• News
• FAQ
• more
PhD education evaluation

- PhD education
- Focus on the PhD student, interviews
- HF Goals (documented in ISP)
- Research environment of the PhD student
- Quality processes

- ISP sampling, starting autumn 2015
- KTH pre-evaluation FUS (started Nov 14)
- See Henriks mini-intro
ISP: HF goals

- Learning outcomes
  - Knowledge and understanding
  - Competence and skills
  - Judgement and approach

- For the degree of doctor the third-cycle student shall demonstrate....

Describe item-by-item HOW you fulfill the goal.

Example: By giving a presentation at conference x I showed the ability to present and discuss...
ISP
Any project has a documented planning and follow-up process
It doesn´t solve your research questions, but it helps you to manage your project

• Summarize progress
• Get feed-back
• Evaluate
• Plan, prioritize
  • Specify what to do for next upgrade and tentative date
Policy for doctoral ladder promotion

• Common criteria for promotion
• Criteria relate to goals of PhD education
  – Course credits and research deliverables
• Promotion seminar
  - get feedback on conducted work
  - plan future work
  - follow up on progress of studies
  - practice presenting your work
Early seminars focus on planning, later seminars on evaluation